MySQL DBA
PayU Payments Solutions (Pty) Ltd is focused on bringing innovative payment solutions to merchants and end consumers.
Our aim is to continue pioneering and facilitating e-commerce in South Africa and Africa by providing the most relevant
online and mobile payment solutions to our consumer and merchant target markets.
PayU is looking for a MySQL DBA bases in Cape Town.

What you will be doing:
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Sound knowledge of (MySQL) database for below activities.
Develop and support MySQL database replication.
Optimize MySQL database performance.
Estimate MySQL database capacities; develop methods for monitoring database capacity and usage.
Establish mechanisms for data backup/restore of relational databases; provide restoration services as
needed.
Develop and optimize physical design of MySQL database systems.
Develop application-specific fault-tolerant distributed database mechanisms.
Work with developers to approve schema changes.
Write ad-hoc BI reports.
Implement and maintain the database design.
Create database objects (tables, indexes, etc.)
Write database procedures, functions and triggers.
Assist developers with database activities.
Documentation of existing schemas.
Consolidation of existing schemas (Base schema + Patches, initialize scripts etc.
Perform database tuning (Database/OS) related and performance monitoring.
Perform application tuning (Queries, Query size, result set size etc. and performance monitoring).
Tools/Plan for data generation (Functional/Integration and Load testing.
Experience with code and database migration/management through various stages of the
development life cycle.
Ability to handle multiple projects and deadlines.
Ability to understand business domain/process working with cross functional teams (Application,
DBA, Release etc.)






Work as part of a team and provide 7x24 support when required.
Work with onsite/offshore team.
Good communication skills with development teams, vendors and system administrators.
Hands-on knowledge of Java, JDBC and ORM mapping tools like Hibernate and ability to code if
required.

If you have the following, send your CV!







Demonstrated experience with relational database physical design.
Demonstrated experience with relational database performance tuning and capacity planning
especially on MySQL based environments.
Min. BS Computer Science or equivalent.
Min. 5 years’ experience as a DBA or equivalent.
Experience with open source/Linux development and production environment is CRITICAL.
MS SQL experience advantages.

Forward a detailed CV to vacancies@payu.co.za quote the reference no: PAYUMYS in the subject
line of your email.

Should you not hear from us within 2 weeks of the closing date, you may assume that your
application was unsuccessful.
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